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DOCOSOFT IS THE LEADING PROVIDER OF CLAIMS MANAGEMENT SERVICES TO THE LONDON INSURANCE MARKET.
OUR SOLUTIONS ARE TAILORED TO EACH CLIENT, DESIGNING AND CREATING SOLUTIONS WITH THEIR CLAIMS
MANAGEMENT NEEDS IN MIND. DOCOSOFT WORKS HARD TO UNDERSTAND ITS CLIENTS AND ALWAYS FORMS STRONG
WORKING RELATIONSHIPS.

“Getting the Job Done with Erica:
A Match Made in Heaven”
Patricia Hoskins and Andrew Bruce, Asta Managing Agency.
The leading third party managing agency at Lloyd's, Asta, has relied on
DOCOsoft’s tried and tested workflow and claims management technology
expertise for nearly 10 years. In the early days of their working relationship
DOCOsoft serviced Asta’s bespoke document management needs and
built the Lloyd’s Managing Agent a simple system to fulfil this requirement.
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That all changed 6 years ago when Asta asked
DOCOsoft, as part of a competitive tender
exercise, to submit a proposal to fulfil its workflow
and claims management needs. DOCOsoft won
the tender and built a robust system with CWTs
that populate the workflow system and since then
Asta has continued to invest in incremental
updates to the claims management system to meet
bespoke client needs. In fact the system has proved
popular with Asta’s clients, with former managed
syndicates taking their own DOCOsoft system
with them once they have migrated.
Asta Managing Agency is an approved Lloyd’s
Managing Agency. The principal activity of Asta
Managing Agency is the start-up and management
of new syndicates at Lloyd’s. Asta Managing
Agency also provides a full range of services for
Lloyd’s businesses. Asta currently manages seven
Lloyd's syndicates and £673m of capacity.

A tried and tested, reliable claims
management and workflow system
Asta Managing Agency is so fond of its workflow
and claims management system that the claims
team even has a name for it – Erica: “Electronic
reinsurance & insurance claims agreement.” There
have been two Erica incarnations in the six years
that DOCOsoft has worked with the Asta team. In
the early days Erica was a rather plain looking, if
effective, document management system which,
while it didn’t set the pulse racing, did its job in a
quietly efficient manner. When Asta – Whittington
as it was then - decided to replace Erica 1 with a
new model – Erica 2 was a very different affair, an
enhanced workflow and claims management
solution that the company has stuck faithfully to
ever since.
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Getting to Know Erica

Bespoke and Customised

For a company like Asta, which helped
pioneer the turnkey start-up model for
Lloyd's syndicates over a decade ago, it is
very dependent on being able to adapt and
remain flexible because the insurance sector
is constantly evolving and changing. The
success story of its claims management
system helps it to respond and adapt to that
change. Although DOCOsoft originally built
Asta a basic claims workflow system, the
client has been impressed by the way it has
been allowed to bolt on new reports and
some additional functionality at its request.
The client says that if it has a specific need
for a particular report, it has been able to
work with DOCOsoft to assess if it was
possible to get the data and then build that
report, which has allowed it to customise
the fields - something other systems may
not permit. According to the client,
DOCOsoft’s quick thinking, flexibility and
ability to adapt its systems to change are to
be highly commended.

The bespoke nature of its claims system is
also to be commended. Asta says that often
when you get a product it is off the shelf, and
it is configured to a standard that allows little
room for flexibility. Asta feels that it can keep
customising its system and make it as
appropriate to its business as possible.

Reliability is a key requirement
Reliability is a key benefit for Asta, which
requires a workflow system that always
works and can do what it says it’s going to do
for its growing number of Syndicate clients a key business requirement. The client has
never had significant functionality issues so
the system’s reliability provides Asta with
real value.

Analytics Capability and
Granular Focus
The claims system provides Asta with a
significant analytics capability, for example,
the ability to keep pace with Lloyd’s thematic
reviews. Asta can look at its volumes &
values, analyse classes of business, spot
trends and how they are developing at a
more granular level.
For example, one of Asta’s claims team
recently noticed an increase in volumes &
values for a client and was able to drill down
into its client’s PI account, isolate where the
increase occurred and therefore provide its
claims team with extra resource – true
claims management.
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What the client said…
“There are a number of reasons why we have
worked with DOCOsoft so long but prime
amongst these is its ver y personable
approach to claims management, which is so
customer focused and ver y much in tune
with our bespoke requirements.”
Patricia Hoskins, Manager of Underwriting,
Asta Managing Agency

“The volumes and values graphs are useful
in a reporting pack because some people
don’t like looking at numbers and rows of
data but if you can see something pictorially
you can analyse trends at a glance, see how
your accounts are developing: that is a
benefit the system provides.”
Patricia Hoskins, Manager of Underwriting,
Asta Managing Agency

“After years of working with DOCOsoft, our
relationship with them has evolved into a
friendship. They never lose sight of the
client’s needs and they are accommodating
even if we make quite a hefty request - they
don’t come back and say no we can’t.”
Andrew Bruce, Senior Claims Handler, Asta
Managing Agency

For more information about how DOCOsoft’s innovative workflow solutions can benefit your
business, please contact us at: +44 (0) 20 7955 2278 or information@docosoft.com or visit:
www.docosoft.com

